WHEREAS: There is a need for on-going editorial review in the ASUSU General Laws, and Constitution, and
WHEREAS: The General Laws represent our work and image to the student body and new officers, and
WHEREAS: If corrected, these editorial changes would not change the intent or spirit of any law, and
WHEREAS: If passed through the entire process of legislation would take considerable time of committees and the entire ASUSUEC.

BE IT THEREFORE ENACTED: That an Editing Committee be created with the following guidelines and membership:

The Editing Committee will exist solely for the purpose of correcting grammatical and semantic errors in the ASUSU General Laws and Constitution. The Editing Committee will be responsible to edit the ASUSU General Laws and Constitution and then submit any necessary changes to the ASUSU Office Manager for correction. The Editing Committee will have no power to make changes to the ASUSU General Laws and Constitution which will change the intent or spirit of the law. If the Committee feels such a change needs to be made, it will be their responsibility to draft legislation and submit it through the usual means of ASUSUEC (See the Legislative Channeling Process in the General Laws). The Editing Committee will consist of the following members:

One Associated Legislative Board Vice President
One Associated Student Programming Board Vice President
One Associated Student Senator
These Members will be appointed by their respective bodies.

The Editing Committee will convene on an annual basis or as needed.
Sponsored by:

Kim Jones, Executive VP

Alan Freer, Graduate Studies Senator-VP